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Modern Cyber-Physical System (CPS) is composed by integrating and networking the physical
world, computational components, and Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices such as sensors, actuators,
etc. Typical CPS applications include autonomous driving systems, smart home, robotics systems,
smart healthcare systems, etc. With the prevalence of CPSs, the huge volume of ever-increasing data
produced by heterogeneous IoT devices raise crucial challenges in both system architectures and
data management. First, traditional centralized CPSs have the shortcomings of destitute
transparency and scalability, making it difficult to scale with the ever-increasing volume of data
generated across CPSs. Moreover, CPSs are often associated with sensitive data, while their
centralized infrastructures expose them to vulnerability, data breaches, and denial of services.
Therefore, the decentralized CPS infrastructure becomes a potential solution, in particular, it is
essential to explore new big data processing techniques with decentralized CPS infrastructures.
Distributed learning and blockchain techniques, envisioned as the bedrock of future intelligent
networks and IoT technologies, have attracted tremendous attentions from both academy and
industry due to the nature of decentralization, data security, and privacy benefits. The decentralized
architectures, together with the ability to enable secured, trusted and decentralized autonomous
ecosystems, revolutionize increasingly centralized CPSs for infrastructures and applications, as well
as reshaping of traditional data mining and knowledge discovery patterns. However, adopting
distributed learning and blockchain technologies in big data driven CPS applications requires
essential insights with respect to concrete application domains, scalability, privacy issues,
performance, and financial benefits as well.
In this special issue, we are looking for original submissions around all theoretical and
application-oriented research of big data driven applications using distributed learning and
blockchain technologies.
The potential topics include, but are not limited to:
➢ Data and transaction management on blockchain in CPSs
➢ Distributed data analytics in blockchain enabled CPSs
➢ Data mining and knowledge discovery over distributed learning in CPSs
➢ Novel distributed learning models with strict resource constraints in CPSs
➢ Distributed learning for emerging applications in CPSs
➢ Data security, privacy and trust on distributed learning and blockchain in CPSs
➢ Distributed learning and blockchain in cloud/edge/fog computing for CPSs
➢ Distributed learning and blockchain based lightweight data structure for CPS data
➢ Big data algorithms, tools and services using distributed learning and blockchain
technologies in CPSs
➢ Performance optimization and energy efficiency for distributed learning and blockchain
enabled big data applications in CPSs
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lab at Unical as well as co-chair of Joint labs on IoT established between Unical and WUT and SMU
and HZAU Chinese universities, respectively. Dr. Fortino is Web of Science Highly Cited
Researcher 2020. His research interests include human-machine systems, wearable computing,
wireless/body area networks, Internet of Things, and agent-based computing. Dr. Fortino is
currently the scientific responsible of the Digital Health group of the Italian CINI National
Laboratory at Unical. He is author of 500+ papers in int’l journals, conferences and books. He is
(founding) series editor of IEEE Press Book Series on Human-Machine Systems and EiC of
Springer Internet of Things series and AE of many int'l journals such as IEEE TAC, IEEE THMS,
IEEE IoTJ, IEEE SJ, IEEE JBHI, IEEE SMCM, IEEE OJEMB, IEEE OJCS, Information Fusion,
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Systems Security. He has published over 100 papers, which appeared in peer-reviewed journals,
conference proceedings, and books. Before Flinders University, he has been a faculty member with
Macquarie University, Federation University, and Temple University in Philadelphia, PA, USA. He
received the prestigious IEEE Australian council award for his research paper published in the IEEE
Transactions on Information Forensics and Security. Dr. Jolfaei has served as the Secretary of the
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Technology, Nanjing University, China. In 2010, he visited the Department of Information and
Communication Technology, Swinburne University of Technology, Australia. Now, he is a
professor of the School of Computer Science, Qufu Normal University, China. His research interests
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